
THE DEFINITION OF ABSTRACT ART

Tate glossary definition: Artworks that do not attempt to represent an accurate Since the early s, abstract art has formed
a central stream of modern art.

A major obstacle to making an abstract artwork is the barrier in your mind that questions whether abstract art
is a legitimate art formâ€”legitimate for you at least. As it happened, despite the controversy surrounding New
York's Armory Show in , the city was developing a keen interest in abstraction. Abstract artists are very
popular on the market. In contrast, abstract artists are obliged to rely on artificial, non-natural forms. Later,
Abstract Expressionism spawned a number of individual styles under the umbrella of Post-painterly
abstraction , an anti-gesturalist trend. Early works in this style typically filled large scale canvases, whose size
was designed to overwhelm spectators and draw them into another world. Impressionism, including the
variants of Neo-Impressionist Pointillism and Post-Impressionism, had already drawn attention to the power of
colour, but German Expressionism made it the cornerstone of painting. Op-Art: The New Geometric
Abstraction One of the most distinct styles of geometric abstract painting to emerge from the modernist era,
was the Op-Art movement an abbreviation of 'optical art' whose hallmark was the engagement of the eye, by
means of complex, often monochromatic, geometric patterns, to cause it to see colours and shapes that were
not actually there. Take a look at our auction database Characteristics of Abstract Art The main feature of the
abstract art is that it is a non-representational practice, meaning that art movements that embrace abstraction
departures from accurate representation â€” this departure can be slight, partial, or complete. Kandinsky was
convinced by the emotional properties of shape, line and above all, colour in painting. I continue to use these
symbols because they are a joyous and mysterious language that is somehow both deeply personal and
universal. They are all portals. The collage artists like Kurt Schwitters and Man Ray and others taking the clue
from Cubism were instrumental to the development of the movement called Dada. Another important
minimalist sculptor is Richard Serra b. Notable collections are held by the following institutions. Still, we
could definitely say that from the s, abstract art began to attract many. The movement disappeared by the early
s. I love this paradox. This subjective approach in contemporary art coincides with similar approaches in
social sciences, particularly in philosophy. And the size and character of these shapes, their relationship to
each other, as well as the colours used throughout the work, become the defining motifs of abstraction. Piet
Mondrian was evolving his abstract language, of horizontal and vertical lines with rectangles of color, between
and , Neo-Plasticism was the aesthetic which Mondrian, Theo van Doesburg and other in the group De Stijl
intended to reshape the environment of the future. Some of my paintings are doors, others windows. What is
in common for these periods? Featured Image: Jackson Pollock, detail. In geometric abstraction and lyrical
abstraction, we can talk about total abstraction. Their basic concept was to move away from the pretty but
trivial art of Impressionism, towards a more intellectual form of art which explored new methods of portraying
reality. This is because the prevailing philosophy among contemporary art movements has been to distrust the
grand styles of the early 20th century. Gradually many painters of this period began to accept the new freedom
and the new responsibilities implied in the coalescence of these attitudes. In s France, a parallel type of
colour-related abstract painting sprang up, known as Lyrical Abstraction. Something more elusive, poetical
and imaginative in my work is my goal. IdeelArt and Abstraction IdeelArt is an online curated gallery like no
other, where the work on display has been carefully selected from among thousands of contemporary abstract
artists and comes directly from their studios â€” guaranteeing both authenticity and originality. He believed a
painting should not be analyzed intellectually but allowed to reach those parts of the brain that connect with
music. One of its leaders, Wassily Kandinsky published a book entitled 'On The Spirtual In Art' , which
became the foundation text of abstract painting. An abstract background Abstract art has been around since the
Stone Age in the form of prehistoric cave drawings of dots and symbols. Put aside the dread of any incoming
judgment. It is what you see - nothing else. With the painting Les Demoiselles d'Avignon , Picasso
dramatically created a new and radical picture depicting a raw and primitive brothel scene with five
prostitutes, violently painted women, reminiscent of African tribal masks and his own new Cubist inventions.
The Czech painter Frank Kupka produced some of the first highly coloured abstract paintings, which
influenced Robert Delaunay who also relied on colour in his Cubist-inspired style of Orphism. Her books have
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been published in French, Spanish, Korean and Chinese. The Italian Futurism movement , founded by
Marinetti and exemplified by Gino Severini and Giacomo Balla , was also influenced by Cubism, and in turn
inspired numerous painters with its emphasis on movement and technology.


